The state-of-the-art design, powered by BMW Group DesignworksUSA, ensures a significant reduction in noise experienced by the pilot. MP3 players, mobile phones, and computers can be connected easily.

- Operating time with 2 AA batteries approx. 100 hours (auto shut-off)
- Superior audio quality / modular cable concept.
- Peak-Level-Protection eliminates volume peaks above 110 dB. "Flip-away" headphone allows single-sided listening.

**SENNHEISER S1 DIGITAL HEADSET**

Sennheiser S1 Digital – The Quiet Revolution. The Sennheiser S1 Digital aviation headset is designed to give you maximum control over noise levels in the cockpit, so you can focus on the joy of flying. The S1’s exclusive NoiseGard™/digital technology accurately analyzes the cockpit’s noise levels to achieve superior noise cancellation during all phases of flight from take-off to landing. Smart adapt digital ANR customizes and optimizes noise reduction to your aircraft / your fit. Treble boost for customized audio clarity.

- Ear pad comfort zones reduce the squeeze on your glasses
- Bluetooth connectivity for both music and cell phone
- Optimized audio filters optimize clarity for communications and music

**SENNHEISER S1 PASSIVE HEADSET**

Highest performance, outstanding wearing comfort, feature packed, and state-of-the-art design – the new Sennheiser S1 Passive is the ultimate passive aviation headset. Highest security is ensured by Sennheiser’s renowned sound quality, ActiveGard™ and passive noise attenuation for clear communications. The auto mute function automatically switches off your music or cell phone calls during ATC communication. Adjustable contact pressure and a special sunglass zone provide the perfect balance between comfortable fit and optimum passive noise attenuation.

**SENNHEISER HMEC/ HME 46-1 SERIES HEADSETS**

The HMEC 46-1 is a very lightweight, on the ear design; ideal for commercial and business jets. Up to 16 dB ANR – Flip-away headphone allows single-sided listening. Operating time with 2 AA batteries approx. 60 hours (auto shut-off).

**SENNHEISER HMEC/ HME 26 SERIES HEADSETS**

The HMEC 26 is the premium headset for commercial and business aviation. It is lightweight, comfortable, and offers the best combination of ANR and passive performance for jet aircraft. The HMEC 26-T is Talk-Through equipped for direct cockpit communication.

- Superior audio quality / modular cable concept
- BV-K model has Cell/MP3 input and volume controls
- Peak-Level-Protection eliminates volume peaks
- ETSO C57a & 58a and TSO C-139 approval / 5 year warranty

**SENNHEISER HMEC26-2 HEADSETS**

This aviation headset is lightweight closed and supra-aural with Active Noise Reduction NoiseGard™ professional. It is designed for use in commercial jets. Extremely comfortable to wear, even for extended listening, due to the two-piece automatic headband and soft ear pads. Active Noise Reduction NoiseGard™ Peak Level-Protection safeguards you from volume peaks above 110 dB. "Flip-away" headphone allows single-sided listening. Flexible microphone boom can be worn on either left or right hand side. Noise-compensating condenser microphone ensures excellent speech intelligibility. Single-sided cable routing. Volume control for each channel. ETSO-approval for use in commercial jets. Extremely comfortable to wear, even for extended listening, due to the two-piece automatic headband and soft ear pads. Active Noise Reduction NoiseGard™ professional. It is designed for use in commercial jets. Extremely comfortable to wear, even for extended listening, due to the two-piece automatic headband and soft ear pads. Active Noise Reduction NoiseGard™ professional. It is designed for use in commercial jets. Extremely comfortable to wear, even for extended listening, due to the two-piece automatic headband and soft ear pads. Active Noise Reduction NoiseGard™ professional. It is designed for use in commercial jets. Extremely comfortable to wear, even for extended listening, due to the two-piece automatic headband and soft ear pads.